
Plagued Paper

Spread The Plague



Plagued Progress
- New Founder establish  

- Royalties wallet address switched 
- Creation of New Team 

- Find new artist to change the look of Cubs 
- Creation of new discord  

- Make a smooth Transition to new discord  
- Full Rebrand from Kanpai Cubs to Plague Doctors  

- Creation of Polls section to provide community with a voice 
- Community voting on future decisions 

Creation of Plagued King's Lore 

Discord Members: 2800
Twitter Followers: 8700



Plagued Roadmap
Phase 1: De-Rug Phase 2: Rebuild Community

- Royalties wallet address switched
- Creation of New Team 

- Find new artist to change the look of Cubs 

- Creation of new discord 
- Make a smooth Transition to new discord 

 - Raise number of community members to 5k+
- Creation of Polls section to provide community with 

a voice 
- Community voting on future decisions 

- Collab with other communities 
- Round out the Team

- Selecting a member to be head of Raids
- Hiring game master (Gartic, poker, etc.)

- Continuation of WL Collabs
- Creation of Website

Phase 3: Plague Doctors
- Finish all art designs for Plague Doctors

- Announce Minting Date
- Announce Mint amount

- Announce Pre-Mint for OG holders
- Burn all 999 Kanpai Cubs for free mint to 

Holders 
- Open WL minting => Public Mint

- List on Secondary Market (Magic Eden)
 - Update Verification with Metahelix

- Creation of Token for Plague Doctors
 - Creation of Staking for all Plague Doctors

- Slowly Feed the LP from funds

Phase 4: Potions
- Creation of Gen2: Potions 

- Finish Potion Art
- Finish Traits attached to potion (100 different traits)

- Create Candy Machine to produce new NFTs with 
Mutant Traits (non-Overlay on ANY NFT)

- Have Potions placed on secondary market under 
Plague Doctors

- Have Plagued Mutations placed on secondary market 
under Plague Doctors

- Offer Candy Machine VIA Potion usage to other 
projects for single price

- Put % of Sales into LP of TokenPhase 5: The Plaguedverse 



Mint Info
Cub Burn: June 9th Open @ 18:00 UTC - June 10th Closed @ 
17:00 UTC

Plagued List Mint: June 10th @ 18:00 UTC - 
23:59 UTC

Public Mint: June 11th @ 00:00 UTC

Cub Burn
Cub Burn will be held for anyone holding a Kanpai Cub. This will 
allow you a free mint per Cub in exchange for a Plague Doctor. IE 

if you own 10 Cubs you get 10 Plague Doctors.

Wallet Collection
Wallet collection for those of you on the Plagued List will start on 

June 6th. We will open a wallet submit channel in discord. Anyone 
on the Plagued list will have 3 days to submit their wallet 

information. Wallet submission will close at 17:00 on June 9th.

Mint Day
On mint day we will be increasing all security on discord to keep 

members safe. While the Cub Burn is live discord will be messages 
will be allowed but when Plagued List Mint starts we will be close 
down the discord to keep everyone safe. Tickets will be available 

as a precaution to sort anything that may come up. Those that have 
submitted their wallet info will be able to mint during the 

allocated time frame. We will be launch via Cynova Launch pad 
and will have their support throughout the mint.



Plague Doctors
Plague Doctor Holders

Plague Doctors will be apart of an exclusive 
holders club, with many different built in 

utilities, from staking, airdrops/giveaways, 
weighted voting, first dibs at potions, 

PlaguedVerse decision making and much 
more!!Staking

Plague Doctors will be staked to earn 
$Plague daily. $Plague can be burned for a 
multitude of things, from exclusive access 

to initial release of potions, merch, 
upgrades (hint) and much more to come.

Royalties
Plague Doctors will receive a 7.5% 

royalties on all secondary sales. 50% of 
which will be put back into the LP of 

$Plague monthly to maintain the staking!

AirDrops
Plague Doctors holders will have access  to 

giveaways and airdrops that will be 
exclusive for holders. $Plague, NFTs and 

much more (hint).



Staking
Estimated Release Date: 7-10 days after

mint:
Stake your Plague Doctor to earn $Plague daily!

Staking Platform:
Staking your Plague Doctors will take 
place via our Website. While in the lab 

you will be able to stake, un-stake, claim 
any $Plague and view your staked 

balance. Some additional features will 
be, Stake all, Un-stake all, and claim all 

$Plague.

Staking Information:

Plague Doctors will not have a locking 
function. They will also have a set 

amount per day that will be available can 
be found of the tokenomics page. We at 
Plague want you to have full access to all 

your NFTs and be able to pull your 
$Plague whenever you feel is the right 

time. We encourage you all to continue 
staking for as long as you would like.



Staking Continued
Staking Utility:

Stake your Plague Doctor to earn $Plague 
daily. This $Plague token will have a variety 

of utilities!
Potions:

Potions will be purchasable with $Plague 
and will have a few different utilities 

attached to them. Jump to Potions page to 
read more about that

$Plague Burning Mechanisms:
-Potions

-Purchases via our Store
-Merch.

-Future Mints
-A lot more!

Merchandise:
We will be launching out merch that will 
be purchasable through our website. Be 

able to wear your NFT around while 
spreading the plague.

More to come:
We have a lot more in store for you guys but 
we don't want to release all the info at once.



Token
Distribution 

Period
Initial 

Supply
Total 

Supply

$Plague 2 Years 2,500,000 10,000,000

Tokenomics
Initial Uses of $Plague How to obtain $Plague

Minting of Potions
Plague Auctions

Plague Raffles

Staking
Purchasing on DEX

Liquidity Pool

NFTS Number
Initial 

Liquidity 
Pool

Initial 
Token 
Price

Plague Doctors 3333 $25,000 $0.05

$Plague Distribution Percentage

Staking Earnings
DAO

TEAM
Investors

Liquidity Pool

72.00%
5.00%

10.00%
10.00%
3.00%



Potions
Potions Explained:

Potions will be one of the 
main utilities here at Plague. 

What these potions will 
provide is access to our 

Mutation Candy Machine. 
Inside all potions will have 

randomized mutation traits 
that will active our candy 

machine and mutate any NFT 
you hold without burning the 

original NFT, so no more 
worrying about losing your 

Blue chip NFTs.

Inside the Potions:
-100-150 Mutations Traits
-Different rarities attached 

to those traits
-Visually Appealing to all
-No overlay look of new 

NFTs
 

Potions Utility:
-Purchasable with $Plague

-Saleable on secondary 
market

-NFTs Created saleable on 
secondary market

-Single Unlimited Potion for 
Projects looking for 

mutations

Note:
Please note that Potions create two forms of income for all holders, sales on 

secondary market of the potions and also NFT you create. All placed under our 
Plague market place.



PlaguedVerse

Without revealing too much I just wanted to touch on this 
idea quickly. With Plague Doctors mint, potions and the 

Mutated NFTs they are creating we needed a place to put all 
these plagued creatures. So in time we will be creating a

PlaguedVerse where we can all hang out and invite others to 
join us. More to come on this as we continue to build. (Gen3, 

Gen4, Gen5)


